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Others have sold this product off to specialist companies or just stopped sup- porting it, preferring to use these
funds to develop other services. It is used as a measure of how attractive a market is to existing providers and
potential new entrants. Templatesâ€”Most of the day-to-day management tasks you need to do have already
been done by others many times in the past. The matrix also assumes that earn- ings rise as your market share
does. An MIS also helps your organization to identify and respond to the opportunities and threats that have
been identiied in a SWOT analysis. One common misconception about the Boston Matrix as it relates to a
balanced portfolio is that it endorses the idea of diverting funds from a Cash Cow to either a Star or a Question
Mark. However, inancial capital is more freely available now than it was in the s and the allocation of scarce
capital is now less of an issue than it was then. How to use successful and proitable products to fund the
development of future products. By using relative market share, rather than profits, the Boston Matrix ensures
that it considers more than just cash flow. Whilst this type of product is likely to generate some revenue it may
not be enough to sustain rapid growth and it may become a net consumer of cash as it struggles to retain its
market share. So, Levis relaunched their jeans with s, which were advertised with a new stylish image
positioning them as a teenage fashion item. Many products in this category are reaching the end of their
product life cycle and management need to judge the beneits of continued production against withdrawing
them from the market. Our management templates will save you from wasting your valuable time re-inventing
the wheel. Organizations need to continually examine the value they achieve in terms of market share or
revenue against continued investment in a Question Mark. The matrix consists of two axes: one showing
market growth and the other showing market share. The Boston Matrix A key role of management within the
strategy planning process is to provide market in- telligence. HMV, whose primary market was music, found
that their CD sales were fall- ing, whilst the music market was growing. Products that are described as Cash
Cows will typically be market leaders and be able to provide a return on assets ROA that exceeds the market
growth rate. This is gauged by the amount of cash each product generates relative market share compared to
the quantity it uses market growth rate. Finally, there may be social or political reasons for continuing with a
Dog. Its production may attract government funding or the political consequences of closing down a factory or
ceasing to offer a particular service may be unacceptable. While your role as a manager is unlikely to require
you to make decisions at the strategic level, you may be asked to contribute your expertise to meetings where
strategic con- cerns are being discussed. A good example of this would be the acquisition and relaunch of the
Mini brand by BMW, or the relaunch of Heinz Tomato Ketchup in its revolutionary upside-down bottle. If
you are unfamiliar with these tools or want to understand them in greater detail then visit our website www.
Buildyou select to make further investments, either to maintain the market share of a Star, or make a Question
Mark into a Star.


